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The path towards the point in one's career at which one is 

invited to deliver an Inaugural lecture is a lon.g and arduous one; 

the task of preparing the lecture itself has been only slightly 

less daunting. As a product of the Department of Geography at 

Swansea, I can reflect :iver a period which is not far short of 

its entire history. This Department provided me with IIIY basic 

training though it did not really shape my :uture :.nterests. 

Professor Balchin in his O\olil Inaugural lecture as the fi.=st 

Professor of Geography in 1955 included in his addxess the 

slightly 'throw-away' line: "we have only recently come to 

realise the importance of urban spheres of influence." Yet as 

the fifth Professor of Geography at Swansea to deliver an 

Ina'1gllr8J. lectiu-e, it is precisely this 'urban sphere' which has 

provided me with my domiilant research interest. In this lecture, 

I shall seek to demonstrate something of this interest a.nd in so 

doing to show how Human Geography in particular has c�d over 

the past two decades. 

My interest in social problems and the city is relatively 

recent and developed from a longer concern with the social 

geography of the city. It has also been prompted by one at least 

of the several forces to which geographers have been vulnerable 

over the past decade, this being the search for relevance or the 

desire to employ acquixed knowledge and methodologies for •useful' 

purposes in the real world. That social problems in cities are 

real enough and demand the attention of both acadeoics and 

policy-makers does not require proof in the early 1980s. 

Inhabitants of many of our larger cities have first-hand 
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experience of both the gradual increase of the hazards of urban 

life and also of the fact that when pent-up violence or frustration 

achieves a.n outlet, they will find themselves in the frcnt-line 

(Figure 1). My task toni8ht is not to rem:Lnd you of the extent 

and na.ture of these problems, or indeed to add to the considerable 

polemic on what should be done, it is rather to demonstrate how a 

?articular academic discipline has developed its methodologies 

and has fo=ed a. contribution to the understanding of social 

prcblems in cities. Before proceeding to this 'demonstration', 

there are two themes which may- serve as contexts a.nd which require 

some discussion. The first of these concerns more recent changes 

in the na.ture and content of human geography-; the second iIIvolves 

the concept of the social problem per se a.nd. acknowledgement of 

some of the difficulties it contains. 

The Changing Nature of Human Geography 

Geography- as a whole a.nd. human geography in particular has 

experienced great change over the past two decades. In many ways 

this statement is a truism as change is a proper feature of any 

academic discipline. ?or human geography, however, the change 

bas been especially traumatic a.nd. exceeds any kind of normal 

process of evolution; the discipline of the mid 1950s sometimes 

appears hardly recognizable in its present-day form. Changes of 

this order have their repercussions and the danger of 'throwing 

out the baby with the bathwater' has been frequently recognized. 

On the general natu:re of this process of change I would make two 

brief observations. The first is that change has added major 
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new perspectives to the study of human geography and bas re-<irde�ad 

its sense of priorities and emphases, it has not, however, taken 

the fonn of a 'purge ' involving the rejection and total removal 

of more traditional_ approaches. The second is that in this 

process of re-ordering priorities, the main thrust, though not 

the only one, has been one which bas moved human geography more 

:i:rmly into the social sciences and i..I:.to a closer involvement 

with their philosophical bases, methodologies and concerns. 

E!avi.og ma.de these observations and asserted that there has been 

great change, let me now briefly iJ:ldicate its main characteristics. 

Geography entered the 1950s with three traditional paradi,!lllS 

or broad sets of ideas which members of the discipline shared, 

Er.lloration, the earlieet such 'core' to the discipline, describes 

the geographer's role as discoverer and cataloguer of new lands; 

environmentalism pinpoiJ:lts the concern with natural environment and 

its influence upon human activity; regionalism focuses on the mosaic 

of separate landecapes which forms the earth's suxfa.ce and the 

meanings of place. The traditional paradigms were severely 

disrupted iJ:l the 1960e iJ:l what Gould (1969) describes as one of 

the greatest periods of intellectual fe::ment in the whole historJ 

of geography. From this ferment at leaet one new paradigm 

emerged which although subsequently subject itself to criticism and 

modification from within the discipline, has had a lasting ef:ect 

upon methodology and practice (Figure 2). Spatial analysis is a 

positivist perspective founded upon greater quantification, model

building and a pre-<iccupation with the geometry of space. It was 

a reaction in particular against the exceptionalism and weak 

[ 
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Fig.2 New Paradigms in Human Geography 
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scienti..::.c :nethod of ll!llCh traditional geography. As a l=ead.y 

suggested this new paradigm was more successful at displacing 

the domi.--=ce of the older paradigms than it was at proving its 

cwn sufficiency as the new geographr, There were two kinds of 

critical =eactions. T!le first was a call for a more relevant 

disci�l:..'1e; spatial analysis was removing geographical practice 

furtl-.er a.ay f:rom the real world and its ?roblems: 

"'!':lere is a. clear disparity between the sophisticated 

theoretical and methodological framework we are using and our 

ability to say acything really meaniDgful about events as they 

unfold a...--otlild us" (Harvey, 1973, p,128). 

T!le second vas the fear that an increasing domillance of �echanistic 

skil:::.s ..-as distracting geographers from their more humanistic 

foms of study and analysis: 

"'::'.he subject was left with too max,y technicians and a dearth 

of scholars" (Mercer and Powell, 1972, p.28). 

From these two forms of reaction to the positivism of spatial 

analysis have distilled the relevance perspective, which contains 

a -;:a.r.ge �f approaches from radical to liberal but with a. general 

preference for a conflict rather than a. consensus view of society, 

and the :iehavioura.l perspective, •,1hlch seeks to re-instate the 

roles o: people as decision-makers rather than the 'pa.le entrepren

eurial figures' they had become under spatial analysis and seeks 

new .a.ys �f ur.derstanding the images, values and :nea.r.ings 

attac�ec. to space and place. Both these reactions to spatial 

analysis :,,ave perhaps above all been instrJlllental i...'1 dra·.ing 

h\.03...� geogra�hers :.nto �a.:r greater i.."TTolvement �ith �he 

'+" 
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philosophies of the social sciences and into cri tical scrutiny of 

the methodological bases from which they work. 

Defining Social Problems 

Urban geography has in many .ays been consistently in the 

va.nguam of this =ecent period of intense change and methodological 

fe=ent. Whatever else the d';;;r ma.y be it does rep=ese-nt a 

concentration of people and resources in space; as a phenomenon, the 

city has a.t-tracted met.'lodological interest, it has been the 

laboratory in which new, techniques and ideas have often been 

tested. 'Jhether the 'problems• which surface in the city a....-e 

merely manifestations of some kind of general ?Da.laise which is 

affecting society as a. whole or whether they are expressions of 

some specific urban condition, the fact that they occur in cities 

means that they occur in an intense and exaggerated fo=. There 

are scale effects which give what we describe as urban problems 

or crises special meaning. A =ber of points can ba made on this 

theme. Firstly, geographers have for some time been careful to 

distinguish betwee� what =Y be termed problems� the city and 

problems££_ the city. The former can be rega..."'"C.ed as those problems, 

such as poverty, inequality, and mental ilL�ess which a.re not 

pa....'""ticula.rly uxban; t.'ley affect society as a. whole and fi.�d expression 

in urban areas as elsewhere. As problems they a.re especially 

associated with cities because of the concentrasions of people 

in space. T!le latter a.re those �roblems w:uch can only really 

occur in urban settings; they a.re 'ma.r:ufact:i=ed' or at :east 

brought to problem levels only withL'1 the pa.r+;icula.r combL"lation 
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of circumsta."lces ·,1hich cities provide. An easy example is air 

pollution, it may occur anywhere but is specifically an urban 

problem because of factors such as the configuration of buildings, 

and intensity of traffic. Social problems which relate i.n some 

way to overcrowding might be simila.:rly described. The geographer's 

belief that this second kind of problem exists or that city as 

� generates special effects of its ry.m in part explains the 

persistence of a resea..'°Ch tradition based upon an a.:rea or ter.:itorJ 

such as the city. As Emrys Jones (1975, p.a) has suggested: 

"Space is not merely a medium in which society moves and 

acts, but a variable we can no longer ignore." 

The second theme upon which I wished to present some context 

comments, that of social problems research, is also centrally 

conce::ned with questions of defi.!'.ition, with deciding what L"l 

fact constitutes a problem and how it should be studied. These are 

contentious issues and there is a distinction in the research 

literattlre between those who treat problems as self-evident facts 

which require solutions and those who focus upon the ways in which 

p:roblems are created rather than upon the fact that they exist. Jor 

the former the concerns are the quality of available data, the 

rates of occurrence of a problem, the social characteristics of 

the 'de"Tiant• group, and the interaction between people and problems. 

For the latter there are questions on ways in which problems 

origir.a.e in the structure of society, A:re they only problems 

because they axe defined as such by those in power whose interests 

are threatened? illndess (1973), for example, argues that the real 

value o: official crime statistics lies in their =oles as indica�ors 
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cf tbe Jtructu:re of society and its processes rather than as 

ind:i.cators of who the offenders are. I will illustrate some of 

these definitional issues concerning social :orob.lems i.n "';'Jo 

ways, the fixst pragmatic and the second conceptual, which 

approximate the dilemmas facing each of the two broad types of 

research perspective. 

Official crime statistics have �ell-known hazards i=olved 

in their use though research which treats problems as facts has 

little choice but to use them (Figure 3). Official crime 

statistics under-rep�sent the reality of crime in several ways; 

only a fraction of all offences and offenders enter official 

records. ?irstly, clear-up or detection rates vary considerably 

by type of offence but are on ave� little above 40 per cent. 

Only a minority of offenders involved in recorded of�ences are 

thus known to the police. Secondly, the police exercise a good 

deal of discretion and by no means all known'offences are recorded 

as such and enter official statistics. Thirdly, there is the so

called 'dark area• of offences which either go unnoticed or, more 

likely, are noticed but for a ·rariety of reasons are not reported. 

Estimates var., but there is a general suggestion (Hood and Sparks, 

1970) that about 20 per cent. of all crime is achally recorded 

�ragma ic researc issues here, therefore, in official statistics. The � t· h 

are: How much of the total crime problem do we lo:low about? Is 

the sample which is known a representative one or is it biassed 

in one or more ways? Whit�olla.:r crime, for example, may well 

be =der-represented; it is more difficult to detect a tax-fraud 

than a :nugging. 
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Fig.3 Official Cr,me Rates: South Wales 
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�tic issues of this� a..-e 30t entirely separate from 

those of a more conceptual Dature, Social scientists in gener--.J 

and sociologists !.n particular, have grappled persistently vi th 

the basic issue of definiDg social problems but come, peril.a.ps 

inevitably, to the conclusion that as there are cont:rasted 

theoretical bases f:rom which to view society, so there are 

contrasted ways of defining its problems. Writers have sought 

compromise definitions: 

"A social problem may be said to exist vhen an influential 

g:=o,:rp is aware of a social condition that threatens its values 

and that may be remedied by collective action" (SulliVl!.Il et al,, 

1980, p. 10). 

This definition seeks to accommodate a fimctior..a.list 

perspective which fixst defines the qualities of an existing 

order and designates as problems those events er individuals 

which pose a threat to its continuity; a conflict perspective vhich 

argues that as key res<mJ:"Ces are in short supply so people will 

st=ggle to atta.ill them; problems arise vhen groups feel they are 

not receiving their fair sh=es; and an interactionist perspective 

which argues that problems exist when they are perceived as such 

by a large group of people, it is the avareness vhich :rrust be a 

key feature. This conceptual debate, often conducted at b.igh levels 

of abstraction, is important but it does hold the dangers of 

fragmenti."lg reality ::ather than treating it as a whole: 

"All we are doing is putting oux knowledge in convenient 

pigeon holes. Whatever philosophical stand one :nay take ••.... this 

need not blind us to the unity of the whole nor impede oux efforts 
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at analysing and describing both the wcrld in which we live and 

the way in which we live in the world" (Jones, 1964, p, 18) 

arid, as impor+..a.nt, the d.an8er of forgetting that social 

problems actually exist and need attention. A recent review of 

a textbook on social problems expressed this concern rather well: 

"The information is well-selected and is infor.llation about the 

real world of social problems •••• people are dying and suffering 

on these ;,ages, not getting their concep,s straightened out" 

(Cohen, 1981, p.15). 

A Pramevork for aesearch in Hwia.n Geol!TaMY 

My comments so far have related, in somewhat separate 

compartments, to the main components of change in the practice 

of human geography on the one hand and to some of the conceptual 

and practical issues in the study of social problems on the other, 

My- next task is to look for the links between these tvo 

compartments and to demonstrate ways in which geographers have 

and perhaps should study social problems in cities. The first 

and maj;n objective is to identify some form of integrating 

framework within which the presently various st=nds of modern 

geographical methodology can be accommodated, There is a d.an8er 

of eclecticism which llltlSt be both recognized and averted; an 

integrating framework should not merely serve as a convenient 

organizational structure, it sho1:lld also provide channels or 

'openings' among often divergent perspectives. As presented here 

this framework relates to social problems but it has more general 

applications. 

An integrated framework for the geographer concerned with 
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social problems =t, I believe, �jentify the various levels of 

analysis at which research should be conducted. These levels of 

analysis have some broad �cir1cidence w� th the older geographicaJ 

concept of scale but they a:re more fundamentally concerned with 

recognition of socio-spatial processes which lead both �o �he 

creation and emergence of social problems. The three levels, 

summarised :� ?!gure !, ar9 labelled as �roductic�, d�stributicn 

and consumption. My use of these terms will be briefly defined 

and more fully exemplified. 

nroduction: this ,is the broadest level of analysis, the 

truly macro-scale. In its most general terms this level is 

concerned with the type of society with which we a...� involved, 

its values and policies which permeate the system as a whole, 

in more tecl::.nical terms the social formation and 'modes of 

production'. For geographers the key q_uestions conce:rn the 

relationship between the core of the system and what emerges 

in space - are there basic feat-.i.res which even-':ually fL-id 

spatial expression as social problems? 

distribution: this is the i.n,ermedia...ry level between society 

and its spa.tial expressions. The key =ea of interest is the 

allocative system, the ways in which power and resouxces are 

distributed downwards through the system, the roles of the 

'middlemen', the urban managers or gatekeepers who make local 

allocative decisions, the way s in which these decis�ons are 

linked to o-�tcomes in geographical space. 

consu:n�ticn: this level summarises the spatial outcomes, the 

patterns and processes in local space which have formed the 
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dominant ��c.a for geographical resea_..-ch. The local 

environment :.s the •arena• within which distributions in 

space can be �easured and classified, spatial behaviour 

a.od processes can be analysed and the values and meani.ngs 

attached to ;,lace and space can be investigated. 

Framework for a Geography of Social Problems 

Level I (Production) SOCIAL FORMATION 

Level 2 (Distribution) 

Level 3 {Consumption; 

Patterns 

problem areas 
distributions 

(ideology.values .traditions]! [power and d res 1JrcesJ 

ALLOCATIVE PROCESSES 

urban managers. gatekeep6rs 

resource allocations problem definition 

Processes 

spatial 
behaviour, 

social 
interaction 

URBAN SPACE 

Responses 

meanings of place 
spatial images 

Policies 

organization of space 
area policies, 
spatial justice. 

From these brief definitions of the levels of analysis, it 

is perhaps already clear that the framework is intended for the 

immediate present and ths future rather than the past. Up imtil 

the middle 1970s, so much geographical research belonged squarely 

in the 'consumption' level of a.nalysis, that it would hardly be 

worth acknowledg-;�'1,s the ::ieed for the others. As I seek to 

exemplify what research at these different levels means, this 

imbalance will remain very evident but there is good evidence to 

suggest that it will be progressively corrected in the future. 
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The thrust of research at m:y first level of analysis, that 

of production, is to demonstrate that social problems arise as 

the natu.."3.1 by-product of an existi:::l.g order or set of values. In 

this respect the writings of geographers have their special 

emphases but differ little in ki.�d to those of other social 

scientists. Most Western societies are, so it is argued, organized 

on some V?.:ria.nt of the capitalist mode of production. This is a 

• system ' which rewards its members differentially; this inevitably 

creates inequality and it should therefore come as no ;urprise that 

the 'have-nots' or the ·'have less ' exist, may feel deprived, may 

take action and so become a social problem. Research at this level 

has tended to be theoretical rather than empirical; parallel with 

the radical critique of the social sciences there is an active 

school of radical geographers who a.re highly critical of the 

existing order and advocate revolutionary change, most commonly 

in line with Marxist principles. By no means all research by 

geographers at this level, however, is radical in a political 

sense, there is a strong reformist, '}iberal' strand which 

advocates evolutiona.ry, ameliorative -:ha.nge. '!':!ere are several 

very positive contributions emerging from research at this level. 

?irstly, it has drawn geographical research into close scrutiny 

of its philosophical bases ;md methodologies; the 'structural ' 

perspective in its various forms is n"" fi.=ly placed in the 

f::-ont of the sta,.e. Secondly, it is now :,eginning to provide g,,od 

comparative analyses aimed, for example, at tmdersta.nd.ing the

ways in vhich contrasted types of society 'produce I contrasted 

urban housing environments. Thi.rdly, it has brought clea.:r 
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recognition of the fact that local social problems may not have 

local solutions. �e Community Development P=jects ( C.D.P.s), 

for example, consistently refused to prescribe local reforms for 

the problem areas they ..,ere fomed to examine but argued that 

society and government needed to re-order their priorities and 

:put their house in order . 

At the distribution level of analysis, the research focus is 

upon ways in which decisions about resource allocations a.re made. 

Although this level of analysis is not ..,ell theorised its 

empirical implications are already evident; the research task 

is to understand the activities of the urban managers or gatekeepers 

who have some level of discretion in terms of 'who gets ..,hat, 

Fig . 5 .  G atekeepers  i n  the H o u s i n g  M a r k e t  
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..,here and how'. The roles of the gatekeepers in the housing 

ma=ket have received the most attention to date a.nd it is clear 

that there are key areas of allocation which affect the wider 

social geography of the city and the incidence of social 

problems (Figure 5). Research into the activities of building 

society managers, for e::r.ample, shows hOI( although thei:<: lending 

?ractices are cOlll"flrehensible in te:cns of the =u.les jy which they 

operate, they have discrim:inatory effects. Applicants with low 

;.ncome levels or job instability have lower success rates, some 

imler city districts are actually 'red-lined', in the aense that 

properties within them will not normally be funded. To some 

extent, therefore, the existence of a problem housing area 

of low owner-occupance, little improvement, high vacancies 

can be explained by decisions made at the distribution level. 

Similarly, there is reseaxch which shows how local authority 

housing lllall8g9rB have tended to direct problem families to the 

same- districts a.nd unsurprisingly produce 'problem estate s •. 

Estate �nts occasionally have similar roles. The •gentrification' 

process in parts of London by which older subdivided 10\ol-income 

housing of 'potential ' is transformed into modernised, high.-

cost single-family homes, is thought to be substantially aided 

by the managerial roles of estate �nts. A lesson of this kind 

o f  research in housing is that the ' local pathology' approach may 

be >1holly inadequate, problems are in large part created elsewhe=e 

in ";he system. 

Evidence for the releva.nce of a managerial or distribution 

level can also be identified in the field of crime st-.idies .  The 
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'maziagers• in this context could be :::egarded as the judiciary and 

the police, both of whom exercise a good deal of discretion. In 

the sphere of the juciciary, this discretion is revealed by 

variations in sentencing practice - ii" an offence has to be 

committed then some areas are 'better • than others in te:ms of 

the sanction which i s  likely to follow. There i s  clear American 

evidence that identical offences are differently treated by 

different state legislatures and cou...-ts; in the United Kingdom 

there is generally greater unifo:cnity in court practice but 

still some bases for variation which reveal the different 

attitudes of magistrates, for example, in various parts of the 

country. The police act a s  •managers ' in the sense that they 

make decisions on where and in what ways they distribute their 

resources and officers - a heavily policed area is likely to 

'raise• the detection :rate and hence the crime rate - and also in 

the sense that they decide which cases to prosecute and what 

procedures to adopt. It is argued of the police that the amQWlt 

of discretion exercised increases � the hierarchy. The officer 

on the beat has the 'on-the-spot• decision of whether to enter a 

fo:mal report or whether to give an info:i:mal word of caution; a s  

the complaint enters the system with its sets of rules, the 

available nexibility decreases. Whether a crime rate or a 

crime pattern emerges is in part therefore a function of decisions 

made by the police rather than the activities of potential 

offenders. 

'Jh.at I have so�t to demonst:rate in outlining these first 

two :evels of analysis is that the depiction of patterns fcms 
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an adequate starting point only in a limited and rather 

superficial way. The patterns and the apparent social problems 

themselves may be only surface manifestations of some deeper 

disorder; to understand the social processes which create 

problems and in a wider sense create the nature of urban space, 

consideration of these two levels of analysis is essential. 

Raving stated the case for the production and distribution 

levels, I nO'tl need to say some words in defence of the 

consum"Ption level within . which the majority of empirical 

research in geography continues to take place. Radical geographers 

have in recent years called for an abandonment of concern with 

what they te:i::m the 'fetishism of space', the unwillingness to 

step away from the study of spatial patterns and processes. 

Their call for a 'unified social science ', free from its 

'adjectival' divisions has some relevance at what I have ter.ned 

the first level of analysis with terms of reference as broad as 

society itself, To these contexts, derivative theories are as 

relevant as the indigenous, non-spatial factors ove=ide spatial 

and inte:r-<iiscipliDary or even non-disciplinary approaches may 

be the most appropriate. The success of gecg:raphers at thi s 

level rests upon their generalist rather than upon thei= 

particularist contributions "o the theories and practices of 

the social sciences. At the other levels of analysi s, b�.ever, 

and especially at the third level it is the particularist role 

which is central and it is to this that ! shall now turn. 

Alth�, as I have stated, thi s third level of analysis �s 

the �ost traditional, this should not be taken to mean that it 
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has not experienced change, Some of the most interesting new 

kinds of resea...-ch are in fact being developed at this level and 

incorporate a iirect concern wi�h local environment, and with 

the concept of place, The depiction of patterns or spatial 

distributions can be used to demonstrate the existence of a 

problem and the extent to •Jhich it is concentrated in particular 

parts of the city; from this basis new questions concerning 

social processes a.nd responses may emerge. Pattern is this sense 

remains, as  does the map, a basic and essential technique in a 

geographical study. As an ex.ample of a pattern, we can take a 

map constructed not by a geographer but by the Washington police 

department which shows the incidences of offences of violence 

over a single-.reek period in the early 1970s (Figure 6). As  

a pattern it raises several key questions, Why is there such 

a.n uneven distribution? Why are the strong concentrations of 

offences in a small mmiber of city districts? What e!l'Tironmental 

qualities of those districts might help us to explain why they 

are so vulnerable? This kind of example could be replicated 

many times and has a long record in geographical research which 

has evolved from descriptions of patterns, to classifications of 

types of areas, to use of pattern as a clue to process, and to 

the kind of te=itorial social indicator research typical of 

the 1970s. 

The St-ady of Urban Crime 

The examples of researcr. at this level of analysis which are 

now used are drawn from the study of "J.rba.."l crime. Inevitably 

.. 
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to its later 'humanistic' qualities. 

Oscar Newman (1972) provided one ·rariant of this theme "'ith 

his book Defensible Space which attracted a great deal of 

contemporary attention, mainly because it was policy-oriented 

alld offered a means of reducing the level of crime. Newman 

studied housing projects in New York and shwed how in wo 

developments of a very similar social and demographic composition 

on adjacent sites, �,here were very sharp differences in crime 

rate from one to the other. Initially Newman argued that the 

differences corresponded with the contrasted design features of 

building s  and theix �cess in creating a well-defined territory 

which could be defended, which possessed a means of control over 

local space by visibility and surveillance, and which had no 

prior stigmatization as being unsa.fe or ,md.esi:rable. 

This over-emphasis upon design :rendered Newman's thesis 

vulnerable to criticisms of architectural dete=inism a.nd his 

later statements laid gTea.ter stress on the interplay between 

social and physical factors and the ways in which people 

perceived a.-id used space, As with many new theses, 'Newman's 

was too simply stated and lacked the kind of methodological 

rigour •Jith which research should be characterised , There are 

however useful ideas in Newman's thesis, a s  the large number 

of replicative studies continue to show, Whereas there is no 

conclusive evidence to show that use of defensible space design 

principles actually reduce the a.mount of crime in an area, it 

can be more forcibly argued that they increase the quality of 

life, Even in so-called crime areas, the likelihood of victimization 

is actually quite small, fear of crime is a greater problem than 

the reality of being a victi:ll; if design effects can reduce the 
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fear and apprehension, -:hey ..,ould be very ,.,orthwhile. Some strands 

from the defensible s;,ace idea can be demonstrated with reference 

to residential burgla..-,, ;iatterns ill Swaneea using a data set for 

1975 vhich shove how :.=.�eresting variations can occi::r in a 

single type o f  offer..ce ever relatively small areas. Ta.Icing ',{est 

Swansea as · the relevar:: a..'"ea ,  it is clear that the main 

concentration of offences occurs in a broad zone just outside 

the city centre with ;"J.i�e high ratee both in older terraced-row 

areas and in some local 3Uthority estates. From this data set 

at least it is clear '±at burglary rates are lower than one 

might expect iD the more affluent sub=bs; opportunity alone 

appears as insufficient explaoation as the most rewarding •targets• 

are not those most heavily affected. Even vithin the apparent 

zone-at-risk hovever, �e::-e are variations with relatively high 

incidence rates ill ':wo s-t:b-reas whereas the third is virtually 

incident-free (Figure 8), Using some of the defensible space 

ideas but introd:ucing stTonger social criteria , it is possible 

to understand some of -:hese variations both at a.n area scale and 

at more det;i.iled levels. The offence-free area ha.s , for e:mmple, 

the most stable a.nd =i.:'or.n population, vith low rates of 

mobility a.nd, also, t;:e st:::ongest sense of local community , The 

other areas by compa..-iscn are more txansient , more m.i:xed a.nd have 

higher proporticns of ::-ented and subdivided property. In seeking 

to explain the etis.e:;ce of vulnerable areas of this kind, there 

is a .,ell established 'bo:::-d.er-..one 1 hypothesis which suggests that 

looations which are i..,.erstitial or peripheral to well-defined 

neighboumoods may be e s;,ecially at risk, A simpler version of 
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the chc�ce :1as to be limited but it is a social problem studied 

by geog::-apcers in which evidence of both the value of more 

establiS!:ed modes of study and of the innovative approaches 

can be de�onstrated (Herbert, 1982). 

As �og:raphers have developed their research L,terest in 

crime a.; the local environmental level, some things have become 

clear rea�onably quickly. Firstly, it is evident that offence 

patterns, showing where crimes occur, and offender patterns, 

shm,ing ,h ere offenders live, have no necessary close correspondence 

even tho,igh in some circumstances there are overlap s .  As a 

subset of tr.is observation, it is clear that different ty,)es of 

offence have different distributions; there is an environment of 

opportunity to which offenders respond which may differ from one 

ty,ie of cri:ne to another (Figure 7). Opportunities for violence, 

for example, do not occur in the same places as opportunities for 

burglary; offence patterns will reflect this. Opportunities are 

in fact illlportant elements in anticipating where offences are 

likely to occu:r but research shows they are not the only ones. 

There are vulnerable environments within any city, rendered such 

by a combination of factor s ,  both physical, in the sense of the 

characteristics of buildings, lines of access, and open spaces, 

a.nd social in the sense of controls over territory, usage of 

space a.nd attitudes towards places. Seeking to tmderstand why 

some local environments possess this vulnerability to crime has 

provided one research avenue for geographers concerned with crime 

as a social p roblem. As it develops, this resea.."Ch is likely to 

relate most strongly to the behavioural perspective and especially 
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this llYl'Othesis miggests that parts of other residential areas 

adjacent to a known problem area will suffer high offen ce rates. 

Although this llYl'Othesis has not been properly tested in Sw ansea, 

it can be conjectured that the high offence ra+e areas ha � ve some 

qualifications as 'border-zone• locations·  they al , so possess some 

qualities of anonymity, low observability and an absence of local 

social control w-hich the '--othesis lllV. elves. At • .., >' a more detailed 

scale, distinctions can be made within vulnerable areas. 

the transect area, for example, one-third of all known offences 

occu=ed in properties which were either on 'corners' or else 

were adjacent to some kind of open space or vacant lot. In one 

segment of the area, this 'corner plot• characteristic typified 

nearly 70 per cent. of all recorded offences . Results from 

these investigations in pa.rt of Swansea, althcrogh still a.t a. 

prelimillar,r stage, offer some interesting clues on the ways in 

which a geographer �t proceed from a. simple pattern to 

examine the •social dynamics • of gpace. The built environment 

with its design features and land-use arrangements offers useful 

indicators but these are of little value in themselves unless 

they are conterled in terms of the social values and meanings 

which people attach to places and a.lso in terms of an understanding 

of the ways in which people use the spaces they occupy in normal 

patterns of behaviour. This research in Svansea will proceed to 

investigate these asp�cts using, among other things, questionnaire 

su...,.,,.eys of areas known to suffer high offence rates. How do the . 

potential victims react to this 'vulnerability•? Are they aware 

of it and does it affect their daily lives? Can measures be 
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taken to reduce an area's vulnerability and what are the policy 

iluplications? 

There are some research guidelines on these questions to 

which I can briefly refer. David Ley examined crime and delinquency 

in inner Philadelphia (1974); he was concerned with where offences 

occ-urred and with juvenile gangs in particular but also with the 

effects which crime had on people who lived in the district. He 

found that there were well-defined areas of •stress • which affected 

normal day-to-day behaviour in marked ways; people made long detours 

to avoid these areas in_ their trips to school,work, and local store. 

The gang ter.ritories were well marked out and graffiti served as 

the markers of where one gang's turf ended and another'a begaz.. 

One approach is to investigate directly the attit\ldes and behavio= 

. of the 'population-e.t-risk', another is to examine the offenders 

themselves and their images of space. Oklahoma City offers some 

indirect evidence by demonstrating the differing offence-behaviour 

of the main ethnic groups. The blacks offend in the black areas and 

the whites in the white areas ; the only real exceptions to the rule 

occurring in the 'border-blocks' close enough to the 'haven' of 

home neighboumood. Carter (1974) took the more direct approach 

of interviewing eighty-three convicted burglars in Oklahoma City, 

thirty-eight of whom were black, along with appropriate control 

groups of non-offenders. Offenders were asked how they went 

about coomitting burglaries in tenns of m ovements a.nrl � 

onerandi and to nominate the areas and locations which they judged 

to form the most attractive targets. The direct evidence which 

Carter obtained confirmed that most offenders prefe=ed not to 
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move far from the ix home a..-eas; the I easy marks I w"ere those with 

w"hich they had greatest familiarity, all offenders reganl.ed 

middle to high-income areas as 'ha.rd marks ' with too much 

security and police protection , These are early results in a 

growing research field, they do however indicate some ·.ays in 

which the local environment in which social problems occ= can 

be investigated. 

!1Y final example which is designed to emphasise this point 

is again drawn from the geography- of crime but begins with 

patte=s of offenders rather than of offences. The idea that 

there are 1crime areas• f:rom which many offenders a..-e drawn has 

been canvassed for a considerable length of time. The tradition 

rtmS from the 'rookeries '  of the nineteenth-century European 

cities 'where children were born and bred to the business of 

crime', throu,gh the 1920s studies of Chicago in the heyday of its 

gangland crilllinality to modern times. The nature and in a sense 

the reality of crime areas varies over both time and space; 

descriptions such as that of a district in �erthy'r during the 

early nineteenth century as one 'in which thieves , prostitutes, 

vagTants,and the dissolute lived in conditions of squalor• 

(Strange, 1980 ) do not find close parallels in modern Western 

cities ; but again, in modern times , the crime areas of Belfast or 

Detroit are scarcely comparable with those of Ca..-diff or Swansea. 

Mack (1964) has argued that crime areas have become a thing of 

the past as criminals became !!lore mobile but that 'delinquency 

areas • ,  involving juvenile offenders ::-emain a fea-rure of our 

larger cities. 
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Y.apping police data for Cardiff al!ows such deli...�quency areas 

in which relatively high numbers of knovn offenders live , to be 

identified (Figure 9). Several poi.�ts may be ma.de about these 

areas and their distribution. Firstly, they are no longer 

confined to the inner city as  was the case in Britain up to the 

early part of this century and continues to be typical of American 

cities. As public sector housing :;,olicy has redistributed 

:;,opulation from the inner city, it has also redistributed some 

behavi0tiral characteristics as well; the ':;,roblem estate • has 

become a feature of British cities, Secondly, the nature of the 

distribution offers some further confirmation for resea.xch at this 

third level which focuses upon local environmental effects. li 

officially defined crime could be adequately •explained ' in terms 

of =cro-structures, then much more of the inner-city and its 

replacement estates which share the general impact of inequality 

and disadvantage should be typified by high offender rates. In 

fact there is considerable variability within these areas which is 

only partly explained by other kinds of heterogeneity; there are 

�ore local or 'neighboumood ' effects tc be considered, 

Successive stages of this Cardiff study were designed to 

identify the nature of these local effects. Using several sources 

of offender data a."ld also previou.sly researched classifications 

of residential areas, si., small a...'"eas  were selected for more 

detailed investigation in what was effectively a controlled 

a....--ea-sampling procedure. Of these six areas, thrse were 

classified as del.i:iquency a...'"eas; the six areas contai..�ed -two 

subsets. One subset consisted of two inner-city terraced row 

areas with the same general chaxacoeristics but :narkedly 

different delinquency rates;  a second consisted of three 

local authority estates,  two of which had high delinque-c.cy 

rates. In moving to the detailed social su....-vey, the general 

ny;,othesis was that as objective euvironments - types of 

housing and kinds of people - had been controlled, the means 

of understanding different rates of delinquency might be 

found in the subjective environments of attitudes, values and 

meanings. The research findings provided support for this 

hypothesis and can be exemplified with reference to three of 

the topics which were studied, The first of these topics 

concerned parental attit'lldes towards education and actual 

achievement levels of their children in educational terms. 

'lbere is a vell-developed research literature on this theme which 

would suggest that lower aspirations and attainment levels are 

in large part reflective of less parental interest and have 

relevance to other fo=s of social behaviour including delinquency. 

Table 1: Education attainment 

Qualifications 

none 

C. S.E. 

Trade 

G.C.E./0.N.D. 

A level/H.N.D. 

College 

(all figures 

� 
45.0 

3, 3 

1 1. 7  

23.3 

10.0 

/ -
0, I 

are percentages) 

Ad.amsdown 

72, 9 

4.2 

9.3 

10.1 

0.8 

2.4 
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As Table ; shows , there •,1ere in fact significantly lower 

educational attainment levels in the delinquency area . A 

second topic concemed parental attitudes towards punishment, 

ii£8.in a well-researched topic in the literature with the 

general fbding that some fo:ms of punishment or sanction, a.re 

more i:ldicative of 'good' child-parent relationships than are 

.:>thers. Tius is a more difficult hypothesis to test and all 

questions were couched in te:ms of a 14 year-old boy in order 

to give unii'o:mity and also to raise the reference out of the 

errant child category. 

Table 2 :  Sanctions used by parents 

Sanction � 
Physical punishment 1 7  

Verbal 64 
Deprive of privileges 48 

Refer to authority 0 

(all figures are percentages) 

Adamsdown 

38 

48 

12 

2 

As Table 2 shows, there was ii£8,in a significant difference 

between the two areas w ith physical punishment proving more 

common in the delbquency area and other foms of sanction -

especially withdxawal of privileges and use of verbal sanctions -

in the other. As a third topic, questions were devised to test 

one of ';he most relevant theories in criminology, that of a 

sub-c,:i.J:tural effect. Translated into the present ::-esearch 
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f:.amevork, this would :rnggest that delinquency is more prevalent 

in some local areas because it is, in some forms, regarded as 

normal or as an acceptable fom of behaviour. Clearly, this is 

a complex t.�eory which is not no:cna.J.ly measu..---ed in te=itorial 

or area te:ms , but Table 3 gives some indication of the kind 

of obserrable effect • 

Table 3: Definitions of delinquency 

Pa.rents classifying as a serious matter (%) 

Delin9.uent act � Adam.sdown 

Drinking under age 54 31 

Ta.king money from child 56 21 

'l'aki:lg from school 51 26 

Travelling without ticket 38 23 

Damag:i.ng public property 74 67 

Ereaking open meters 89 92 

Breakillg into a shop 92 91 

Attacking str.a.ngers 97 93 

In the delinquency area, there is a lower level of conce::::n with 

misdemeanours and this is particularly evident in the bl=ed 

area of right and wrong. In considering the findings of this 

piece of reseaxch it is important to remember that the surveys 

were of parents in the areas and not of known offenders . For 

the most part the hypothesis is impported and this support is 

in te=s of differing parental attitudes towards their children. 
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Some useful confi.mation has recently been published by Wilson 

who concludes : 

"that paxen"tal supervision is the most important single 

factor in deteJ:!llinizlg juvenile delinquency" (w'ilson, 1980, p.230). 

'Ihe thrust of this pa.r,;icula.r piece of research has been to 

suggest that even after all the structural and institutional 

factors have been taken into account, there remains somo residua_ 

explanation for the incidence of delinquents in the local 

environments in which they reside. It is on the basis of evidence 

of this kind that social ge<>gl:'aphers should contimle .to argue the 

relevance of place as one of the key filters through which values 

are received, in which access to society 's •goods • and 'bads ' are 

obtained, and which serves as an 'anchoring point '  to which the 

individual may relate. The example I have used from Cardi.ff 

raises other interesting questions. How do such problem areas emerge? 

Why do they persist? These axe questions to which answers are 

emerging but they cannot be included in the compass of this 

present discussion (see Herbert, 1 982). 

Geograuhy and Urban Policy 

The a.rgmnent that the local environment re111a.ina relevant to the 

task of understanding social problems leads logically to the 

proposition that it is also a context in which policy-oriented 

research can be conducted and possible solutions prescribed. In this 

latter tyJ,e of role, geographers have an established applied 

tradition which has taken them beyond the restricted roles of 

observers of or commentators upon societal problems. The land-use 

surveys methods, for example , which were devised by geographers 

in the 1930s were ideally suited to the perceived tasks of 

planning. Land-use mapping, evaluation of land and resource 

capability and the application of zoning were all aimed at the 

creation of a better environment. The Town and Country Planning 

Act of 1947 fo:rmalised this principle and both geographical 

methods and geographers became strongly represented in the new 

planning profession. As the nature of geographical research 

changed in Sllbsequent years, so the form of applied geography 

also changed. Geographers in the 1950s and 1 96os, freshly armed 

with their new tools of quantitative analysis, turned to the 

task of devising models of the urban system. These were a 

response in particular to the traffic problems of cities and 

sought to licit movement with la.nd-uae and to the impact of the 

latter upon the former. There were also ellV'ironmental concerns 

of a more traditional kind which were given new dimensions by 

research into environmental hazards, such as floods and air 

pollution, and related issues of resource management. 

Brian Berry in his ?residential Address to the Association 

of American Geographers chose to place considerable emphasis 

upon the continuance and strengthening of the applied research 

tradition in Geography with its accompanying policy .im"plications : 

"Applied geography is not something to be contrasted with, 

and set beneath an academic geography that is somehow 'pure ' 

we must expand our commitment to . • • . •  the world of practice 

for this world :nust be to the explorers of future geography what 

field observation was to geographical exploration in the past" 

(3e=7, 1980, p . J.53). 
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There are lllal".y form s of applied geography, I shall COCII!lent 

briefly upon three tyJ,es vhich have relevance to the kind of 

social problems which we have discussed, The se are area 

policies, optimizing procedures and the concept of te=itorial 

justice (Figure 10), 

�.any research strands in geography, at the third level 

of analysis, lead to an area policy approach to the amelicration 

of urban problems, PToblem areas vhich can be identified by 

te=itorial social indicators can become priority areas in �enns 

of the allocation of resources; a policy of positive discri:!lination 

can be adopted tovards them. Area policies have been widely used 

in the housing field vith the adoption of General Improvement 

Areas and Housing Action Areas, and also in the field of 

education ·•ith the use of Educational Priority Areas. There 

are many other kinds of area policy and thcw;h none is 

specifically designed to meet the kind of delinquency or crime 

problems vhich have been discussed, the possibilities are clear, 

If the task is to control crime, for example, then extra police 

resources should be diverted to areas vhere specific crime :-ates 

are high; policing practice or policy can be advised . If the 

objective is to .illlprove living conditions in a 'delinquency 

area • typified by a surfeit of adverse values and parental 

supe:?:Vision, then other kinds of social work or counsellir.g 

resou=es might be needed. If the objective is to reduce a:; 

area 's vulnerability to a crime such as burglary then pro:ects 

concer:-ied wi�� crime prevention and effective security may �e 

va...-ra.�ted, '.'.bis latter kind of area policy, 'target-ha_-,.,:ieni..-:g 1 ,  
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can ha.ve the effect of displacement, i.e. the offenders merely 

seek new targets elsewhere, but the bulk of evidence points to 

a clear reduction effect, many offences are committed almost 

casually and those involved are easily deterred. Rates of 

car-theft, for e::r::ample, fell dramatically when steering locks 

were introduced. These are suggestions of ways i.n which area 

policies ea.� be a�plied in relation to =ban crime problems; 

it 111USt be stressed that there are ma.ey other factors involved 

i.n the fonna.tion of effective policies, geographers can contribute 

to the debate, it is unlikely they will ha.ve all the answers, 

There are problems with area policies of both a practical 

and a conceptual kind . Practically a major problem is the fact 

that once a boundary is drawn and an area is defined, it may omit 

many who are disadvantaged or •at risk' and include many who are 

not. Ba=es and Lucas (1974) produced the beet-known critique 

in relation to Inner London educational policy. It is a critique, 

hOliever, which is often not vell-founded and seems to miss the 

point that area policies are i.ntP.nded to be complementary to 

individual policies not to replace them. 

"The district as a means of identifying problems and 

allocating resources is held by us to be no more than a 

convenient framework within which closer and more detailed work 

has to be done with schools, school classes, individuals and 

families in order to realize a fully effective policy of 

positive discrimination" (Halsey, 1972, p. 181). 

Conceptually, the critici= of area policies is typified 

by the reports of the Community Development Projects which 
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suggested that 'tinkering' with the local environment misses 

the fact that social problems have their roots in the political 

economy and may in fact divert attent.ion from the points upon 

which it ought to be focused; spatial refo:mism, it is argued, 

becomes a s1lbeti tute for more radical change. The value of this 

critique has aln!ady been ackn01iledged and there are signs that 

research which may have an impact at t.'ti.s macro-scale ·•ill emerge . 

Area policies, however, and illdeed all other 'reforms' are a 

response to the fact that whilst the debate aver the need for 

stru.cturaJ. change goes on, people continue to suffer deprivation 

and the impact of crime in localized areas of cities. For them, 

ameliorative reform, increased safety, a better quality of life 

are the immediate priorities; a.a is evident in Britain 's  inner 

cities now. There is admittedly a thin line between action which 

serves the needs of deprived people and those activities which 

bolster up a system in need of more radical change, Clifford 

Shaw devoted much of his life to tha Chica.go .u-ea hojects of 

the 1930s, community care schemes designed. to help you:JJg offenders 

and others vho lived in crime areas, In the end however his 

feelings were more of frustration than they were of satisfaction: 

"In an ironic way, the projects protected the property and 

equipment of the very concerns which were the root causes of 

disorganization and delinquency" (see Snodgrass, 1976, p.17), 

In many ways a sad epitaph but principles of welfare and 

social justice have achieved much general progress since the 

1930s and 'community-care• at a local scale remains a policy 

option worth :;ru...�. 
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Another local envirotmental set of 'solutions • to urban 

problems of a different kind emerged more directly from the 

spatial analysis perspective and the technical procedures which 

it developed. These may be summarised imder the two main 

hea.dings of optimal location and outillla.l reponalization. 

The fomer type of procedure is  designed to find the best or 

optillla.l locations for facilities such as schools , hospitals 

or community centres , the latter to define the catchment or 

service area for facilities such as schools or shopping centres. 

There is a good record of the successful applications of these 

techniques, often as specified parts of policy-research. In 

Oklahoma City, for example, optimal location proced=es were 

used to identify sites for new police 81:ations; they have been 

widely used to locate new health facilities. Optimizing 

procedures, however , involve some kind of value jlldgement. Who 

defines what is best? 'llhich criteria are the most relevant? 

Most models rest heavily upon efficiency and may neglect equity, 

though they are capable of being re-designed tc redress this kind 

of imbalance. 

A grm,ing concern d th equity and the general theme of 

social justice has been another influential point of reference 

for geographers concerned with policies to meet urban problems. 

The concept of spatial or territorial justice, developed from the 

studies of social needs and resources associated with Bleddyn 

Davies (1968), has provided one organizing principle for this 

research. The initial task is to identify the local levels of 

need, the subsequent i s  to measure the effectiveness of provision ; 
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to the extent that a mismatch occurs, te=itorial injustice 

A related perspective is David Smith 's can be said to exist. 

(1977) attempt to reduce human geography to the study of '"ho 

gets what, where and how '  - the geography of welfare. 

Some Conclusions 

I have spent some time in identifying some of the ways in 

which geographical research maintains and develops its applied 

tTad.ition and foms its contribution towards the understandin€ 

and solution of social problems in cities. My additional concern 

however has been with the need to put the academic fowidations of 

the discipline in order. The integrating framework around which 

I have based much of the discussion is intended as one 

contribution towards this en • �· d J.·t se-•es as a statement on the 

essential unity of h=n geographical study which both asserts 

the continuing validity of its particularist roles and also 

identifies ways in which more generalist perspectives could 

develop. Geographers have for some time been aware of flaws in 

two of their more traditional premises. The first of these 

necessitates that we acknowledge that natural env::..ronment is a."l 

f explanation for human behaviour, the second imperfect source o 

that space has limited independent meaning. The most general 

research thrust o e -f th P�at decade has been one �hich seeks to

modify these premises and to relate them more rigorously to 

the social, economic and political contexts in �hich they 

belong. My much admired former teacher, John Oliver, in his 

h · 1967 concluded Inaugural lecture as a Professor of Geograp Y m , 
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vith the phxase 'nor is Geography other than an envi..-onmental 

science•, In some va.ys I vould not dissent f::-om h.is view but 

for some purposes it may be too narrov a perspective to achieve 

proper understanding of the concepts and problems ve seek to 

study , We need to consider vhat we mean by envuonmen t and 

also to accept that vhat ve see in environment often has its 

origins elsewhere. In acknovledging the need for breadth as 

vell as depth, for synthesis as well as specialism, human 

geography in the 1 980s will continue to be an attractive, 

practical and soundly based field of study, in truth, a 'many 

splendoured thi1J€', 
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